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TSI is dedicated to
providing you with the
video surveillance
equipment necessary for
protecting your transit
customers and assets.



High resolution color cameras
with 800 TV Lines of resolution



Rugged polycarbonate camera
housings to protect against
vandalism



Ideal for bus and rail
Installations



TSI’s equipment is
designed specifically for the
mobile transit
environment. It offers the
reliability and durability
necessary for the rigors of
bus and rail installations.
QUALIFIED
EXPERIENCE
TSI personnel have the
perfect mix of transit and
engineering experience
necessary to ensure the
highest quality transit
products and services.

Supports both day and night
operation



Extended operating
temperatures



The TSI Analog Color Dome Camera is

Easy installation

internal synchronization, and a minimum

versatile, reliable, and ideal for interior bus

illumination of 0.1 Lux at F2.0.

and rail installations. With excellent video

The TSI Analog Color Dome Camera - when

quality during both day and night conditions,

combined with TSI’s wide range of recorders,

this dome camera is well equipped for sur-

monitors, and other accessories - provides a

veillance recording when-ever and where-

comprehensive digital video surveillance

ever the need arises.

solution that helps transit agencies protect

The TSI Analog Color Dome Camera

passengers, protect

product line offers a full range of lens sizes -

frivolous lawsuits.

from 2.5mm to 16.0mm - thereby allowing
for a combination of wide and narrow angle
views necessary to provide complete coverage of your bus or railcar.
Additional

features

include

a

vandal-

resistant polycarbonate housing, a resolution
of 800 TV Lines with 976(H) x 494(V) effective pixels,

property, and reduce
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TSI is dedicated to
providing you with the
video surveillance
equipment necessary for
protecting your transit
customers and assets.

TSI’s TransView equipment
is designed specifically for
the mobile transit
environment. It offers the
reliability and durability
necessary for the rigors of
bus and rail installations.
QUALIFIED
EXPERIENCE
TSI personnel have the
perfect mix of transit and
engineering experience
necessary to ensure the
highest quality transit
products and services.

Image Format (1/3" Color CCD)

1/3" SONY 960H Super HAD CCDII

Effective Pixels

976(H) x 494 (V)

NTSC

H.Resolution

800 TV Lines

Synchronizing system

Internal

Scanning system

NTSC 525 Lines

Video output

1.0Vp-p Composite. 75 Ohms

S/N ratio

More then 50 dB (AGC Off)

Min. Illumination

0.1Lux(Color)/0.07Lux (B/W)

BLC

Automatic

Shutter Speed

NTSC : 1/60∼1/100,000 sec

Gamma correction

y=0.45

White Balance

1,800°K ~ 10,500°K Auto (ATW/Push/Push
Lock/ User 1/2, Anti CR, Manual)

Smear Effect

0.005%

MTBF

80,000 hours

Power source

DC12V

Operating current

150mA w / regulated power input

Lens
Option

STD
Monofocal

Monofocal

2.9mm

2.5 / 2.9 / 3.6 / 4.3 / 6.0 / 8.0 / 12 / 16mm

Operating Temperature

14˚F~122˚F (-10˚C ~ +50˚C)

Humidity

Within 90% RH

Measurement (mm)

Refer to dimensions

Output Terminal

60cm DIY cable with BNC-Female for video

Weight (Approx.g)

400

